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What does it say when vampires arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t the thing most feared in the night?Nina Rodriguez

has become the most lethal weapon in the world. A blood mage trained by werewolves to hunt and

kill with no remorse, no morality, and no hesitation. All that matters is the thrill of the kill, and the

danger that comes with it. When sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s given orders to infiltrate and observe the vampire

court, she couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t turn it down anymore than she could cease to breathe.The sweet taste

of danger was enough to tempt her, and that only doubles when the vampire king chooses her as

his own personal thrall. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a temptation she wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t prepared for, but

dangerous, and his attention could mean death if she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t watch her mouth. Words are

weapons in a vampire court, weapons she was not trained to use. She can fight off any enemy, but

no one prepared her to fight for her soul.Scroll up and one click today to dive into this tantalizingly

dangerous phenomenon! Ruled by Blood - In ProgressBook 1 - Blood HuntressBook 2 - Blood

SlaveThe Codex Blair Series - In ProgressBook 1 - Grave MistakeBook 2 - Blood HuntBook 3 - Dark

DescentBook 4 - Wild GameBook 5 - Grim FateBook 6 - High Stakes
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I have quickly become a fan of Izzy Shows, and Blood Huntress just shows again why. This book is

well written and has such a unique plot, that draws you in from the very first page. The author has

an incredible imagination and comes up with very different stories and somehow manages to make

something that is so much written about, new and different. The pace of this book is absolutely

perfect, not once did I wish come on, move it along, nor did I ever felt like the author was rushing

the story. There are nice twists hidden within as well and a couple of secrets still left, that I can't wait

to find out more about in the books to come.Nina is as strong as a heroine can get, even when she

has her weak moments, which makes her even stronger yet, at least in my eyes. Sadly she has had

a tough life that has made her who she is, but you can tell she is changing. I like that even in a story

such as Blood Huntress, where you wouldn't really expect much character development, I find that

you still get that, especially with Nina. Poor Grayson never stood a chance, and the bigger they are

the lower they fall, and poor him, he had no idea what he was in for. I can hardly wait to see what is

in store for these two.As I said, I have read a few books by this author now, and this one will not be

the last. I enjoy her lively writing style but foremost it is the breath of fresh air that she brings to the

table that makes her books so different and stand out, that draw me back, every single time! So if

you like to read something different, yet packed with action, strong characters and throw in some

simmering romance, don't hesitate and pick this one up. I for one can't wait to read more!Voluntary

review of Advance Reader Copy. I was given a complimentary copy of this book by the publisher.

I was eagerly anticipating this book and I was not disappointed. This series is completely different

from Izzy Shows first series, Codex Blair, which I love. Blair's territory is London but Nina lives (or

rather, exists) in a completely different world. Nina has spent her whole life, since she was six, in

one form of captivity or another. She is a brave, resilient woman and more than a match for

Grayson, the man she has met twice and can't forget. Grayson is just delicious, even when he is

feeling betrayed. The story is well-written, entertaining and exciting, especially the ending, and I

can't wait to read the next book to see what happens.I received an ARC but have voluntarily

reviewed the book and the opinions are my own.

Izzy Shows switches worlds in the start of new series. Unlike the urban fantasy setting of the Codex

Blair series, this is in a fully new, almost medieval, world setting populated by vampires, wolves,

humans, and mages. Nina is a blood mage. This mages once ruled things but are now subjugated

and held captive by the new rulers - the vampires. Humans live as thralls or subjugated beings



under the vampires. Wolves? Throughout the book it is mentioned that the vampires thought them

extinct, eradicated in the vampire wolf war of long ago.Such isn't the case. There are wolves and

they rescued Nina from captivity and trained her as a hunter against the vampires. She is now in her

most dangerous assignment yet as she's been sent in undercover as a thrall-wanna-be to the

vampire castle.Romance, lust, intrigue, and an assessment of where one belongs in the world are

all part of this book. It's well worth the read.Izzy Shows has started off a new series here in a strong

showing of a female protagonist and a new world. I look forward to the next installment.I received a

free copy of this book.

It's more of a 3.5 star rating than 3. The first several chapters were really hard for me to get through.

It was slow moving and t ok repetitive in what the character is thinking and speaking. I like to know

what's going on but several lines of the same sentence written slightly different is too much.

Towards the end it does speed up and things do get much more interesting and less repetitive. Gray

and Nina's characters were different for me. Both were too back and forth with their feelings. Gray

being who he is should have been more dominant and sure of himself. It's not a bad read. I did

pre-order the second book since it was $.99. I do want to see what happens next. Hopefully the

author's writing style improves with the next book.I'm not knocking anyone as I know it takes lots of

time and effort to get a book out there. I believe the author has a great storyline and shouldn't need

to constantly repeat actions and thoughts to fill pages.

Oooh I already love this series! Nina played such a dangerous game in this book, and I could not

put it down. I really enjoyed the behind the scenes glimpse of the vampire court, and how Nina

started to question everything she had been told and the validation of her mission. It's complicated

though, as her kind are still imprisoned by the vampires. Throw in a hot vampire king, and it gets

complicated real fast. I kept wanting things to go one way and for everything to just work out for

these characters, but how could they with all the secrets and politics and history? The end of this

book was pretty darn epic, and I am so excited to see where the story goes for everyone in the next

one. Seriously, I need book two right this minute.***I voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy

of this book.***

Held captive in the dungeons because of what she was. Reviled by the vampires because she could

kill them without mercy. Saved by a werewolf and brought to kill the vampires with them. Nina faces

the grim truth of there is good and bad in all of us. Even those that saved you, even those that you



hunt. Darker forces are afoot. So many conundrums in this book, nice little mysteries to get under

your skin. So many things needing answered. Next book please.
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